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Deep (Musical) (Teen) Worship
Naomi Less
SESSION SUMMARY

Music is an integral part of worship, often viewed as an “accessory” or “engagement tool.” But it’s much
deeper as a value to worship. Naomi Less, a founding ritual leader at Lab/Shul and an artist/musicianin-residence in countless synagogues across America, can help you develop an understanding of the role
of musical experiences in worship. She will also help you develop the tools needed to approach worship
where music is not looked at as an accessory but as part of the fabric of crafting intentional worship
experiences.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Naomi Less tours communties leading Jewish artistic literacy programs and Jewish rock band programs
(Jewish Chicks Rock/Jewish Kids Rock). She is dedicated to Lab/Shul, NYC’s everybody-friendly artistdriven Jewish community, where she serves as a Founding Ritual Leader, Associate Director, and
Director of Storahtelling. Naomi helps lead Uprooted: A Jewish Response to Fertility Journeys and is an
activist for causes that promote the safety and empowerment of young girls worldwide.
NaomiLess@gmail.com
wwwNaomiLess.com

What is worship?
Prayer = Play (action)
● From me or from me, to me as well (i.e., praying for something)
Liturgy = Script
● Fixed words in a siddur that one could use for prayer
Worship = Theatre (goal/place one attains when one prays)
● Directionally devoted towards a God (deity?)
● Is it a noun? A verb?
Worship is a way of seeing the world in the light of God.
-Abraham Joshua Heschel
If God were a theory, the study of theology would be the way to understand Him. But God is alive and in need of love and
worship. This is why thinking of God is related to our worship. In an analogy of artistic understanding, we sing to (God)
before we are able to understand (God). We have to love in order to know. Unless we learn how to sing, unless we know
how to love, we will never learn how to understand Him.
-Abraham Joshua Heschel, God in Search of Man (p. 281)
Without love, all worship is a burden, all dancing is a chore, all music is mere noise.
- Rumi
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A Possible Frame
Experience a concept musically
● Motif/Mode of music
● Instrumentation
● Invitation in
Conceptual Meaning-Making and Empowerment
● Titles/Frames
● Translation
● Analogies/Modern connections
● Space and time to allow for digestion
● Activity/Experience
Sharing and witnessing (reflection of a different sort)
Circle back to the musical experience
Other opportunities to plant seeds for deep exploration in (teen) worship
● Translation activities
● Nonverbal creative visual reactions
● Songwriting on a particular prayer concept (full song, or melody that invokes spirit)
○ Naomi Less Examples:
Hayom T’amtzeinu, Ptach Lanu Sha’ar (Visit www.soundcloud.com/naomiless)
● Walking (or sitting) meditation
● Witness circles

Start from who you are exactly who you are supposed to be…
Drum beat heart beat tune to Lev Tahor (niggun)
● Pure and simple
Add breath and add the words “Lev Tahor” on the beat
Find your natural pulse drumbeat and pulse it on your chest
Body-check
Breath-check
Meditation in...finding your core essence ●
● Scrape away the layers
○ Dirt from the air
○ Labels from the clothes
○ Voices from the circles of influence (friends, family, media, leaders, foes)
○ Deep deep down in the gut of your gut there is a word that exists that captures who you are the quality -- that
shines out in the world -- that quality is the holy essence of what makes you you. That’s where you start from -that’s the pure, whole you.
Circle back and add music and words
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reflection: the elements of the experience
What: (what happened?)

So What: (How did it move you? What were the
connections you made and why do you think you
connected?)

Now What
(for participants -- any motivations for doing, thinking, being, acting, post this experience)
(for educators -- how would you help encourage participants to take this to the next place whatever that might be?

No Day But Today…

What have you got to lose?
This is an intention practice before the liturgy.
Play the song twice first time they can sing along, the second time, just listen and read.)
There’s only us, there’s only this
Forget, regret, or life is yours to miss
No other path, no other way
No day but today

There’s only now, there’s only here
Give in to love or live in fear
No other path, No other way
No day but today

There’s only us, only tonight
We must let go to know what’s right
No other road, No other way
No day but today

There’s only us, There’s only this
Forget, regret, or life is your’s to miss
No other road, no other way
No day but today

I can’t control my destiny
I trust my soul, my only goal
Is just to be

(from the Musical RENT)
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Explore and share with spiritual witness partners
(Witnesses: see a moment happen, they receive the information and can attest and testify.)
● How do we want to live?
● What does our best self actually look like?
● What do we see in the world that we can’t stand, and secretly are concerned that we’re starting to show those
inclinations in ourselves -- and want to curb them.
After Spiritual Witnesses -- then go into one of the prayers below.
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cheshbon hanefesh (spiritual/body checklist moment:

(PreTorah Service, During Amidah, or other moment)

Background:
“The method of cheshbon hanefesh was first laid out in a book called, naturally enough, Cheshbon haNefesh, written by
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Leffin and published in Lvov, Ukraine, in 1812. This book provides a refreshing experience for the
modern reader because it offers a practical, step-by-step method of introspection and self-understanding that is much more
like a self-help manual than a rabbinic treatise.” (Alan Morinis)
One could review at the 13 qualities of God listed in the Torah (Exodus 34: 67) that, when the Torah comes out, are chanted
out loud and compare that to your own life...
13 Qualities/Attributes
1. God of mercy (in general)
2. God of mercy (after a someone has done something wrong)
3. Master of the universe, Sets nature and humanity in motion
4. Loving sympathy for those who suffer and for how fragile humanity is
5. Helping to heal the ill in all of the ways one can heal and raising up the oppressed
6. Slow to anger, ie.e., Patient
7. Full of love, kindness, goodness
8. Truthful
9. Long-term memory of kindness of those before you for a thousand generations
10. Deals with the fact that humanity fails (often)
11. Also understands that sometimes failings can seem like a direct affront to God on purpose
12. Gets that humanity also misses the mark without any malice
13. Has a long memory for those who demonstrate intentional evil -- they will get theirs in time even if it takes a few
generations.
Simple Cheshbon HaNefesh Checklist (meditation)
● Health check
● Creativity/Putting energy into the world check
● Being loving or present to others check
● Activating justice muscles check
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The focus of High Holy Day prayer -- God optional*?
In a god-optional, god-questioning, god-wrestling world, how do we understand, participate in, feel comfort or resonate
with the deep and heavy focus of surrendering, supplicating, and requesting to an extremely anthropomorphic sense of God
in the YK and RH liturgy?
(*God-optional is a term coined and used by the spiritual leadership of Lab/Shul, NYC)
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**The original poetic liturgical translations in this ritual are a continual work in process, reflecting our sincere love for the
ancient Hebrew poetry as well as our commitment to a more modern, mindful, gender-neutral, and abstract understanding
of prayer. Our translations challenge the hierarchical “art thou” directional relationship between us and the Divine,
embracing what Judith Plaskow calls a relationship that “is with us instead of over us, a partner in dialogue who ever and
again summons us to responsible action.” This 2016 version of liturgical translations was co-created by Lab/Shul’s Liturgy
Task Force, led by Amichai LauLavie and Ezra Bookman, along with Shira Kline, Naomi Less, and Rabbi David Kline.
All translations may not be shared/published/distributed without Lab/Shul’s explicit permission.
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